The Footladder of Notes Divine
The Three Commissionings
& Epilogue
10-15-2000
Commissioning I
True turnabout awaits you
Christian Laity Foundation
What is happening now is an advance on the Foundation you are to
found. Realistically, the savage base of the human spirit denies
propriety to followers of any meaningful basis. Skills in the area of carnal
abuse must be modified to include care giving on a personal basis. What
we behold is a misrepresentation of Christian thought legitimatised by
foundations that swerve off course. Throughout history reconciliation is
the factor that blinds man to the true needs of a Christian follower. Mark
the course that must be followed with resolve to forfeit angst that
emerges from threat of death. Renege is the character of followers on
the issue. What is required is the founding of an organization that
ameliorates the tendency of man to catastrophize. (To) blunt attacks
seem possible when believing in posterity of eternal life. Withhold not
this opportunity for man to recover his true specie as the Son of God
made man (in the) mien of the Father's approach. Withhold not the
specie which I administer for salvation of the world. Take heart for your
turn has come to minister peace of mind to the multitudes who seek and
cannot find. In habit and ware proselytize the love of God for His
children.
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3-14-2001
Commissioning II
Asunder placed Christian elements
despite efforts of sons to reconcile
Masked the elements of domicile pacific
midst factions warring amongst each other
Trumped the site of inner peace
when no man's land expels invaders
of causes opposite
Fulfillment of goal negated by service rendered
by quest of hearts for enemies without
that quench flames of light of truth
Inner cause depicted not
for surcease of elements
denying opportunity for rights of passage
Healers squandered in revenues gathered
from faithful flock that meets not needs
of Christ's followers
sacrificed to service of His word
Proceed to main line churches
flagellating truth's emerge
with exercises moribund
stultifying growth of harmony required
to carry out My word
Lean upon standard practiced by Me
in healing children of wayward paths
Make known My knowledge that heals disease
and lacks thereof
Minister well willest thou in fashion true
of My intent that propels world forward
to kingdom home
3-15-2001
Commissioning III
Assume command of material presented
to multitudes of laity
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Digress not from assignment
Spokesperson for covenant amongst followers
realized
Portrayal of role devised
Acclimate thyself to horrors ensuing
in clash of traditions
unbefitting to style of Christian laity
Woebegone attitudes lauded
in fray of reconciliation
making amends in name of Savior
to all comers
Last thou will in concert of effort required
to regain status of kingdom home
in earthly enterprises
Foreordained thy success
in resolution of problems impending
Holy order regained in personal lives
of stalwarts of peace on Earth
3-29-2001
Epilogue
You have been chosen
to subvert the ways of the world clandestine
that mock My kingdom in frightful fashion
To you belong the skills that reach out
to loyalty undermined by surreptitious thoughts
inveighing defiance of Creation proper
Make known the devotion of God the Father
to children Mine regaling in false premises
that seed not the forwarding of Creation principles
Let be known the right of return to safety assured
in lands that caress the hearts of devoted subjects
wiling away in swill of consciousness corrupt
Take heart in knowledge that success be yours
in woebegone world of undertakings valueless
Seek shelter beneath My wings of tidings comforting
resilient to resistance of man
cowered in fear of My declarations
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Look not askance from path of glory
that provides all answers to wayward sons
rewarding them for steps recovering site
removing stains of worship of idols of own making
Resilient thee be in epilogue of life
containing fluids of reunion interspersed with Mine
awaiting transfer to life transfigured in heavenly sphere
Mark My ways of appeal to children Mine
that they might see wondrous world
awaiting salvation of hearts denied remuneration
in land of living hell
Proceed My love to tell tale of healing yours
relaying message of salvation principles
available to all who submit
Locked into Me be thee in ventures Mine
safely bestowed upon thy brow
for fulfillment of kingdom seeds
Be thee so assured beloved
be thee so assured
thy will be done in concert with Mine
No end be there to love of ours
extended to holy family of My making
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